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Yemeni Arabic transcript:  
 

�م:م��  !��م، ا"�ه+ا . ه+ا آ�6ن 45�/! 2/30%ان، 45�/! 2/30%ان. وه+ا *(% أ0/..  ه+ا *(% أ0/.، وه+ا *(% أ'&%،  �
�ره6 و5�0%@6.  �?< 45=>; ! :9جB56ن دي وEFاأ !)G +'65 HI3606ت، ی@=LML 45=>; ! :9ج >?�3�ر65 و �0 !NO5 .  

:9ج RیQ؟: ل  
�ST 5�%0!: مUL 63ء. :9ج Rا ST 3;ة و�Lا ST  .ی4=>;م، وی4=>;م :9ج XIوه+ا زی.  
 

English translation: 
 
M: This is white shoqor1, and this is green shoqor, mashmoom, we call it mashmoom. This is 
white shoqor. We also call it bae’tharan. We can use it as a treatment. We can put it on our hair 
and can use it as a treatment for inflammation. I mean we take these branches and boil it and 
drink it.  
L: Treatment for what? 
M: We drink it as a treatment for stomachaches [as well], stomachaches and intestinal aches. It’s 
used as a way of decoration as well as a treatment.  
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1 Shoqor: a fragrant bush, similar to chamomile.  
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